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DESIGN DESCRIPTION 

 This is the Free Little Library design, that locates 
in Uniontown, WA. 

 The name of this project is "Classic Tranquility". 
As its literal meaning, it aims to be a transuil place for 
local person read book, have a sit, talk to friend, and 
have a break. Also, the "classic" reveals to the use of 
brick as material to form its main shape. Because brick  
is a classic materials that is widely used all around the 
city.

MATERIALS
 Materials will be the red brick, which is widely used all around Uniontown. Composite wood is used as the surface of bench 
and bookshelves. It is local resource that is cheap and easy to be transported. The transparent part on “U” part uses acrylic 
product. It is substitute of glass, but it will be more durable and practical than glass.
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DETAILED DRAWINGS DETAILS DESCRIPTION

 The main shape of this Free Little 
Library project is “U-TOWN”. 

 The “U” component is inspired 
from the first letter of “Uniontown”, which 
emphasized that Uniontown is an united 
community. 

 The “TOWN” component will act 
as a bench. Based on the concept of the 
Free Little Library project - “take a book, 
leave a book”, the bench will be a good 
place for people to grab a book and have 
a break. 

 And the dashed line "-"component, 
which is between "U" and "TOWN" 
components, will be the pot to grow 
plants. This small area of landscape will 
help people have relax. 

 On the left side of "U", there is a 
blackboard, which is designed to give 
local people a message board to express  
and share their feelings. Such as their 
reactions after reading a book; their 
sugguestions of a good book; and their 
comments.

PATTERN  TYPES INFORMATIONS     LOCATION  COST ESTIMATE
     Manufacturer: Redland Brick     
     Texture:  Cambridge Handmade Bench Bottom $ 0.29 / Each
   Brick  Color Range:  Red    Bookshelf Exterior 
     Size:    2-1/4" x 3-5/8" x 7-5/8" 
     Manufacturer:  The Home Depot     
   Composite Name:    Composite Decking Trex  Shelves  $19.97 / Each
   Wood     Beach Dune SE  Bench Top  # of Items: 7
     Color Range :  Brown       Total: $ 139.79
     Size:    1" x 5-1/2" x 96"  
     Manufacturer:  Evonik Industries     
     Name:   Acrylite extruded  sheet,  Bookshlef - Door $5.86 / Sq.ft
   Acrylic      Blue 5B021 GT  Bookshlef - Top # of Sq.ft: 7
     Color Range:   Transparent   Bookshelf - Back Total: $41.02
     Size:   0.118" - 0.220" 


